
GERARD ROBINS
9301 Southwest Freeway #250

Houston, TX  77074

January 12, 2022

Dr. Giancarlo Romero
Houston Dental Implant Center
4548 Bissonnet St., Suite 300
Bellaire, TX  77401

Dear Dr. Romero:

I simply can’t thank you enough for your total transformation of my Teeth in the past 12 months!!  I
didn’t need some MINOR help to restore my Dental situation; but as your detailed plan for total
restoration of my mouth showed – the required changes were MONUMENTAL!  Amongst other matters,
I essentially had no upper front teeth, which you totally replaced; and I am learning to smile again, and
they look great!  I am 88 years of age, and older women are ‘hitting’ on me again!

It is obvious to me that you are one of the most talented Implant Specialists in the Nation; and I
consider myself so very fortunate to have had the opportunity to avail myself of your incomparable
services.  And I want to be clear to mention that your ability to provide such an extraordinary
transformation requires you to be not only an artist; but you are obviously a serious and masterful
Sculptor!!

Your skill and talent and a TOTAL knowledge of Dentistry are simply beyond the comprehension of
mere mortals!!!  There are obviously a LOT of fields which require unusual Subject knowledge and
skill; but I am personally amazed at how you are able provide all of the services and outcomes for your
many patients.

And given such an extraordinary practice, you have obviously and out of necessity, very carefully
selected the top-of-the-line staff you work with; including dental nurses, patient coordinators,
receptionists, et al.  And while all of your patients are the very fortunate beneficiaries of your staff’s
highly skilled specialties – I want to express MY great appreciation for such!!!  And b/c so much of my
necessary coordination during my treatment period has been with TASHA, I want to say how very
much I have appreciated her patience, wonderful personality and unending coordination with me
during my lengthy treatment period.  And that her personal knowledge of dentistry has been very
beneficial in helping me to understand detailed matters of my treatment schedule.

I likewise need to mention that you might add another word to your clinic’s name; i.e., it should be
called Houston PAINLESS Dental Implant Center.  In all of the work during my year of having my
Dentistry altered dramatically, I cannot recall one time when I felt significant pain; although you
frequently asked if you were hurting me.

So, thank you again Doctor for transforming my appearance and making eating a great pleasure again.
I can’t tell you how many compliments I get from family and friends!!

You’re the best,

Kindest regards,

Gerard (Jerry) Robins


